2014 chevy silverado fuse box diagram

David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Chevrolet Silverado in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Silverado is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Chevrolets have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Silverado is located. If your Silverado has many options like a sunroof,
navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses,
so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you
need to replace a blown fuse in your Silverado , make sure you replace it with one that has the
same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Silverado Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If you are leaking oil and parking on your
oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. Car companies often use the
same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change
your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's heater and AC and can
cause bad odors. Plug the oil leak. Change center stop light. Don't be the guy with your third
brake light burnt out. Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is located and
how to determine if it needs to be changed. See all videos for the Chevrolet Silverado We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Item wire color polarity wire
location. Need wiring diagram for 1 ton silverado flatbed chevy changed. Car audio front
speakers size. I have looked every where for a diagram but i can not find one. It does not have
the bose system. American international installer preferred wire harnesses are a vital link
between. Im installing a line out covertor for an amp in my silverado wt. Chevrolet silverado
owner manual gmna localizing uscanadamexico black plate 31 crc 3rd edition introduction iii. I
need to know what color the speaker wires are behind the radio and which plug they are on.
Black c car radio antenna trigger wire. Many of these changes affect your install if you are
intending on ditching the factory navigation or infotainment system. Installing a car stereo on a
chevrolet silverado hd can take a long time without the right tools. For select and silverados the
stereo wiring works out slightly differently. Chevy silverado hd hd aftermarket radio wiring
harness by american international with oem plug for standard or bose audio systems. Tweeters
car audio front tweeter depth. Apr 07 pm. Second 12 volts redblue 20a bcm under driver dash
white 26 pin plug pin 2. A chevrolet silverado hd radio wiring diagram can save you time but
most importantly it can tell you what all the radio wire colors are used for in your chevrolet
silverado hd. Chevrolet silverado wiring diagram. Third generation silverado stereo wiring
diagram the newest silverado has several different options from chevy that can complicate your
stereo install. Ignition wiring ebook library 04 chevy silverado radio wiring diagram wiring
forums i need a wiring diagram for a chevy silverado wt so. It shows the components of the
circuit as simplified shapes and the capacity and signal associates between the devices. Na car
radio ground wire. I need a wiring diagram from the sirius y2k module to the. Radio wiring
diagram for chevy silverado standard cd. I need a wiring diagram for a chevy silverado wt so i.
Silverado Radio Wiring Diagram Chevy. Posting Komentar. Grayorange car audio front tweeter
size. Redbrown car radio accessory switched 12v wire. Bagikan Artikel ini. Langganan: Posting
Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Quick Links. Table of Contents. In Brief.
Instrument Panel. Initial Drive Information. Vehicle Features. Keys and Locks. Vehicle Security.
Exterior Mirrors. Interior Mirrors. Seats and Restraints. Head Restraints. Front Seats. Rear
Seats. Safety Belts. Airbag System. Child Restraints. Storage Compartments. Additional Storage
Features. Instruments and Controls. Information Displays. Vehicle Messages. Vehicle
Personalization. Universal Remote System. Exterior Lighting. Interior Lighting. Lighting
Features. Infotainment System. Audio Players. Voice Recognition. Climate Controls. Climate
Control Systems. Air Vents. Driving and Operating. Driving Information. Starting and Operating.
Engine Exhaust. Automatic Transmission. Manual Transmission. Drive Systems. Ride Control

Systems. Cruise Control. Driver Assistance Systems. Trailer Towing. Chevrolet impala
automobile owner's manual pages. Automobile Chevrolet Impala Owner's Manual pages.
Chevrolet silverado automobile owner's manual pages. Chevrolet traverse automobile owner's
manual pages. Chevrolet corvette coupe automobile owner's manual pages. Page 4 Introduction
Danger, Warnings, and information relating to a specific Caution component, control, message,
Cautions gauge, or indicator. Text marked Caution provides : This symbol is shown when
Danger information that may indicate a you need to see your owner manual hazard that could
result in injury for additional instructions or Text marked Page 9 In Brief 1. Instrument Panel
Illumination 8. Shift Lever. See Automatic Cruise Control on page Control on page Transmission
on page If equipped, the driver door has a : Press to unlock the doors. Pull the switch up to
raise cannot be operated manually. See it. Page 14 In Brief If equipped, raise or lower the 3. Try
to move the seat back and Power Lumbar seat by moving the rear of the forth to be sure it is
locked in control up or down. Page 15 In Brief If equipped, press and hold the Reclining
Seatbacks To return the seatback to the upright control up to increase upper position: Manual
Reclining Seatbacks lumbar support and decrease 1. Lift the lever fully without lower lumbar
support. Press one of the four arrows on the control pad to move the Manual Mirrors mirror up,
down, right or left. If equipped, adjust the manual 3. Adjust each outside mirror so mirror by
moving it up and down or that a little of the vehicle and the left to right to see a little of the side
area behind it can be seen. Page 19 In Brief 2. Press the arrows on the control Interior Mirror
Steering Wheel pad while the indicator light on Adjustment Adjustment the 1 or 3 button is
illuminated, to move the mirror Adjust the mirror for a clear view of up, down, right, or left.
Interior Lighting ON: Turns all dome lamps on. Dome Lamps Reading Lamps There are reading
lamps in the overhead console and the headliner, if equipped. Climate Control System with
Heater Only 1. Fan Control 4. Defrost 2. Air Recirculation 5. Air Delivery Mode Control Fan
Control 5. Air Recirculation 3. Air Delivery Mode Control 7. Rear Window Defogger 4. To enable:
1. Move the shift lever to the 1. Driver Temperature Control 8. Air Recirculation M Manual Mode
position. Grade Braking is not available when Range Selection Mode is active. One inside the
center storage console. One on the rear of the center storage console. If equipped with the
Universal Vehicles with Bench Seats Remote System, these buttons will be in the front
overhead console. Page Maintenance In Brief the sunroof reaches the desired Performance and
instrument cluster and the position. See Ride Control System Messages on page If the warning
light comes on, to change the engine oil and filter. Page Roadside Assistance Program Services
when activated. See Canada: OnStar Overview on page Always follow posted speed New
Chevrolet owners are limits or drive more slowly when automatically enrolled in the conditions
require. Roadside Assistance Program. Keep vehicle tires properly See Roadside Assistance
Program inflated. Page 38 Keys, Doors, and Windows Programming Keys Programming without
a Recognized Key Follow these procedures to program Program a new key to the vehicle up to
eight keys to the vehicle. Canadian regulations Recognized Key require that owners see their
dealer. Page 40 Keys, Doors, and Windows exterior lamps may turn on. See when is pressed
again within Vehicle Personalization on three seconds. See Vehicle page Personalization on
page Pressing on the RKE transmitter Pressing arms the content disarms the content
theft-deterrent theft-deterrent system. When replacing the battery, do not touch any of the
circuitry on Programming Transmitters to the transmitter. Immediately press and hold start to
have the vehicle in view until the turn signal lamps flash If equipped, this feature starts the
when doing so. Check local or for at least four seconds. Page 43 Keys, Doors, and Windows
When the remote start is extended, started with the key. After the key is Warning Continued the
second minute period is removed from the ignition, the added on to the first 10 minutes for
vehicle can be remote started again. From inside, use the power door locks or manual door
locks. To lock or unlock the door with the manual locks, push down or pull up on the manual
lock knob. Page Lockout Protection Keys, Doors, and Windows Remove the key from the
Pressing the power lock switch ignition for a manual twice overrides the delayed locking
transmission. Lockout Protection This feature will not operate if the key is in the ignition. If the
driver side power door lock switch is pressed when the driver Turn delayed locking on or off
using Page Doors Keys, Doors, and Windows Doors To shut the tailgate, firmly push it To
remove the tailgate: upward until it latches. Tailgate After closing the tailgate, pull it back to be
sure it latches securely. Warning Tailgate Removal The tailgate can be removed to It is
extremely dangerous to ride allow for different loading situations. With the tailgate about
halfway Vehicle Security Slow Flash: Alarm system is open, lift the right edge of the armed. This
vehicle has theft-deterrent tailgate from the lower pivot. Arming the Alarm System features;
however, they do not make On vehicles with the tailgate the vehicle impossible to steal. Page
Immobilizer Operation Keys, Doors, and Windows Always unlock a door with the flash to
indicate pre-alarm. If the The system does not have to be RKE transmitter. Unlocking the driver

door with the not unlocked by pressing on the The vehicle is automatically Page Exterior
Mirrors Keys, Doors, and Windows still does not start with the other key, Exterior Mirrors Using
hood-mounted air deflectors the vehicle needs service. If the and add-on convex mirror vehicle
does start, the first key may attachments could decrease mirror Convex Mirrors be faulty. The
convex mirror can be 2. Press one of the four arrows on 2. Press one of the four arrows on
adjusted manually to the driver the control pad to move the the control pad while the preferred
position for better vision. Page Folding Mirrors Keys, Doors, and Windows Folding Mirrors The
mirrors may also include a Manual Folding memory function that works with the If equipped,
push the mirror toward memory seats. See Memory Seats the vehicle to fold. Push the mirror on
page When the approaching vehicle is 1. Page Power Windows Keys, Doors, and Windows The
vehicle aerodynamics are designed to improve fuel economy performance. This may result in a
pulsing sound when either rear window is down and the front windows are up. To reduce the
sound, open either a front window or the sunroof, if equipped. Windows Feature Press the
switch down to lower the If the battery on the vehicle has If any object is in the path of the
window, and pull up the front of the been recharged or disconnected, window when express-up
is active, Power Sliding Rear Window Hold the window switch in the partially or fully pulled up
position. The window rises for as long as the switch is held. Page 59 Keys, Doors, and Windows
Dirt and debris may collect on the sunroof seal or in the track. This could cause an issue with
sunroof operation or noise. It could also plug the water drainage system. Periodically open the
sunroof and remove any obstacles or loose debris. Page Front Seats Seats and Restraints
restraint forward, grasp the head Front Seats To adjust a manual seat: restraint and pull forward
to the 1. Pull the handle at the front of desired locking position. To adjust Seat Adjustment the
seat. Some vehicles are equipped with a feature that activates a vibrating pulse alert in the
driver seat to help the driver avoid crashes. See Driver Assistance Systems on page Page
Reclining Seatbacks Seats and Restraints If equipped, press and hold the Do not have a
seatback reclined if Warning Continued control up to increase upper the vehicle is moving. Lift
the lever. The seatback will automatically fold forward. To recline, move the seatback rearward
to the desired position, then release the lever to lock the seatback in place. See Seats power
seat controls; or press the also Vehicle Personalization on adjustable pedal control if page Page
69 Seats and Restraints The indicator light on the button The heated or cooled seat indicator
comes on when this feature is on. Press the button once for the highest setting. With each
press of The temperature performance of an the button, the seat will change to unoccupied seat
may be reduced. Push the seat cushion rearward Rear Seats Double Cab while pulling the
release strap loop under the seat cushion. Pull Full Bench the seat cushion down until it
latches. Folding the Rear Seat 2. Do not allow properly. It also describes some passengers to
ride in any area of things not to do with safety belts. That is why wearing Also, in nearly all
states and in safety belts makes such good all Canadian provinces, the law sense. Page Index
Seats and Restraints Wear the shoulder belt over the vehicle is a double or crew cab, 2. Pick up
the latch plate and pull shoulder and across the chest. Do not let it These parts of the body are
best vehicle have a lap-shoulder belt get twisted. Page 75 Seats and Restraints later in this
section for instructions on use and important safety information. For the driver and front
outboard 3. Push the latch plate into the seating positions on light duty buckle until it clicks.
Page 76 Seats and Restraints Adjust the height so the shoulder After the adjuster is set to the
portion of the belt is on the shoulder desired position, try to move it down and not falling off of
it. The belt without pushing the release button should be close to, but not to make sure it has
locked into Page 77 Seats and Restraints the vehicle's safety belt system will 2. Attach the
adjustable comfort probably need other new parts. See guide to the anchor loop by Replacing
Safety Belt System Parts threading the hook through after a Crash on page Page 78 Seats and
Restraints Improper comfort guide adjustment could reduce the effectiveness of the safety belt
in a crash. Warning A safety belt that is not properly worn may not provide the protection
needed in a crash. The person wearing the belt could be seriously injured. When a safety
Pregnancy belt is worn properly, it is more likely that the fetus will not be hurt in a Safety belts
work for everyone, crash. They can rip apart under enough, your dealer will order you impact
forces. If a belt is torn or an extender. When you go in to frayed, get a new one right away.
Crash airbags: New parts and repairs may be A frontal airbag for the driver. Airbags are
Because airbags inflate with great the instrument panel for the front designed to work with
safety force and faster than the blink of outboard passenger. Warning Children who are up
against, or very close to, any airbag when it inflates can be seriously injured or killed. Always
secure children properly in the vehicle. Page 84 Seats and Restraints Warning Continued or it
might force the object into that person causing severe injury or even death. The path of an
inflating airbag must be kept clear. Do not put anything between an occupant and an airbag, and
do not attach or put anything on the steering wheel hub or on or near any other Page When

Should An Airbag Seats and Restraints When Should an Airbag It depends on what is hit, the
have a seat position sensor that direction of the impact, and how enables the sensing system to
Inflate? Page What Makes An Airbag Seats and Restraints severe side crashes depending on
roof-rail airbags are rollover capable. If the airbags are rollover the location of the impact. In
capable, both roof-rail airbags will capable, both roof-rail airbags will addition, these roof-rail
airbags are also inflate if the sensing system also inflate if the sensing system designed to
inflate during a rollover Page How Does An Airbag Seats and Restraints How Does an Airbag
But airbags would not help in many be some smoke and dust coming types of collisions,
primarily from the vents in the deflated Restrain? Airbag inflation does not not toward those
airbags. Page Airbag On-Off Switch Seats and Restraints Let only qualified technicians The
vehicle has a feature that may In many crashes severe enough to work on the airbag systems.
Page 89 Seats and Restraints If the vehicle does not have an Child age 1 to A child from turning
off the airbag and airbag on-off switch, it may have a age 1 to 12 must ride in the front allowing
the passenger, even if passenger sensing system. Page Passenger Sensing Seats and
Restraints To turn the front outboard passenger Warning frontal airbag on again, insert the
ignition key into the switch, push in, If the airbag readiness light ever and move the switch to
the on comes on and stays on, it means position. Page 91 Seats and Restraints certain
conditions. No other airbag Warning is affected by the passenger sensing system. A child in a
rear-facing child The passenger sensing system restraint can be seriously injured works with
sensors that are part of or killed if the passenger frontal the front outboard passenger seat
airbag inflates. Even 6. Restart the vehicle. Page 94 Seats and Restraints If a person of adult
size is sitting in passenger sensing system to Additional Factors Affecting the front outboard
passenger seat, turn the airbag off for some System Operation but the off indicator is lit, it could
be adult-sized occupants. Page Servicing The Airbag-Equipped Seats and Restraints The on
indicator may be lit if an purchase a service manual, see operation of the airbag system can
object, such as a briefcase, Service Publications Ordering also be affected by changing or
handbag, grocery bag, laptop, Information on page Page Airbag System Check Seats and
Restraints or device, installed under or on top If you have to modify your vehicle Caution
Continued of the seat fabric, could also because you have a disability and interfere with the
operation of the you have questions about whether coverings. Page Child Restraints Seats and
Restraints Child Restraints The manufacturer instructions that Warning Continued come with
the booster seat state the weight and height limitations for that Older Children systems are
working properly booster. Use a booster seat with a after a crash, have them lap-shoulder belt
until the child inspected and any necessary passes the fit test below Page 98 Seats and
Restraints Can proper safety belt fit be In a crash, children who are not maintained for the
length of the buckled up can strike other people trip? If yes, continue. If no, who are buckled up,
or can be return to the booster seat. Page Infants And Young Seats and Restraints Infants and
Young Every time infants and young Warning Continued children ride in vehicles, they should
Children have the protection provided by belt. The belt force would then be appropriate child
restraints. Neither Everyone in a vehicle needs applied right on the abdomen. Page Seats and
Restraints weight, height, and age but also Warning Continued whether or not the restraint will
be compatible with the motor seat, always move the front vehicle in which it will be used. This
alone head injury during a crash, infants could cause serious or fatal need complete support. In
a injuries. To reduce the risk of crash, if an infant is in a serious or fatal injuries during a
rear-facing child restraint, the Page Seats and Restraints Securing an Add-On Child Restraint in
the Vehicle Warning A child can be seriously injured or killed in a crash if the child restraint is
not properly secured in the vehicle. Page Where To Put The Restraint Seats and Restraints
Children can be endangered in a Administration NHTSA website to Whenever possible, children
age crash if the child restraint is not locate the nearest child safety seat 12 and under should be
secured in properly secured in the vehicle. Page Seats and Restraints When securing a child
restraint in a Warning Warning Continued rear seating position, study the instructions that
came with your A child in a rear-facing child Secure rear-facing child restraints child restraint to
make sure it is restraint can be seriously injured in a rear seat, even if the airbag compatible
with this vehicle. Page Lower Anchors And Tethers For Children Seats and Restraints
rear-facing child restraint should not In order to use the LATCH system in When installing a
child restraint with be installed in the vehicle, even if your vehicle, you need a child a top tether,
you must also use the airbag is off. Either will have a single attachment 2 to secure the top
tether to the anchor. Some child restraints that have a top tether are designed for use with or
without the top tether being attached. Front Seat Lower Anchor : Seating positions with two
lower anchors. Page Seats and Restraints has two labels near the crease See Securing Child
Restraints of the vehicle as the seating between the seatback and the seat Center Front Seat
Position on position where the child restraint will cushion. System anchors in the crew and

double Be sure to read the following cabs. For models without a rear seat, Where to Put the
Restraint on forward-facing child restraints of the retractor to set the lock, page Page Seats and
Restraints 1. Remove the cover to 3. Before placing a child in the expose the anchor. To check,
1. Route, attach, and tighten grasp the child restraint at the the top tether according to safety
belt path and attempt to your child restraint Page Seats and Restraints child restraint
manufacturer restraints, attach and tighten the instructions and the instructions top tether to
the top tether in this manual. Follow the child restraint 1. Find the lower anchors for instructions
the vehicle LATCH the desired seating anchor weight limits described at Page Seats and
Restraints 2. Then attach the top through the loop on 4. Before placing a child in the tether 4 to
the top the passenger side child restraint, make sure it is tether and behind the securely held in
place. To check, anchor loop 1 at inboard grasp the child restraint at the Follow the child
restraint instructions, the vehicle 2. Find the lower anchors for LATCH anchor weight limits the
desired seating described at the beginning of Page Seats and Restraints 3. Then attach the top
3. Route the top 5. Before placing a child in the tether 4 to the top tether 4 through the child
restraint, make sure it is tether loop on the securely held in place. To check, anchor loop 1 at
passenger side. Page Seats and Restraints To reinstall the headrest: To remove the headrest:
To reinstall the headrest: 1. Insert the headrest posts into the 1. Press both buttons on the 1.
Insert the headrest posts into the holes in the top of the seatback headrest posts and pull up on
holes in the top of the seatback with the longer chrome plated A damaged A child in a child
restraint in the This vehicle has airbags. No one can guarantee System on page for how and
restraint can be seriously injured that an airbag will not deploy where to install the child
restraint Move the seat as far back as it 3. Pick up the latch plate, and run will go before
securing the the lap and shoulder portions of forward-facing child restraint. Page Seats and
Restraints 7. If the vehicle does not have a rear seat and the child restraint has a top tether,
follow the child restraint manufacturer's instructions regarding the use of the top tether. Page
Seats and Restraints If a child restraint has been installed Never put a rear-facing child seat in
Warning Continued and the on indicator is lit, see If the the front unless airbag is off. Page
Seats and Restraints uses a top tether, see Lower 1. Pick up the latch plate, and run the lap and
shoulder portions of the vehicle's safety belt through or around the restraint. The child restraint
instructions will show you how. Push the latch plate into the 5. If your vehicle does not have a
when you remove the child restraint rear seat and your child restraint from the vehicle unless
the person has a top tether, follow the child who will be sitting there is a member restraint
manufacturer's of a passenger airbag risk group. Page Seats and Restraints Do not secure a
child seat in a Warning Continued position without a top tether anchor if a national or local law
requires is because the back of the that the top tether be anchored, or if rear-facing child
restraint would the instructions that come with the be very close to the inflating If your child
restraint has a top tether, follow the child restraint manufacturer's instructions regarding the
use of the top tether. Put the child restraint on forward-facing child restraints have the seat.
Rear Seat a top tether, and that the tether be 3. Pick up the latch plate, and run attached. For
forward-facing child restraints, attach and tighten the top tether to the top tether anchor loop.
Crew Cab 1. Put the child restraint on the seat. Page Seats and Restraints 6. If the child restraint
has a top in place, the headrest may be tether, follow the child restraint removed. See your
dealer for manufacturer's instructions assistance with removal, and store regarding the use of
the top the removed headrest in a secure tether. Uplevel If equipped, the cupholders in the
center console can be placed over the mid or front storage compartment, or between them to
access both storage compartments. Press the console may have the following seat armrest
down to access the fixed button on the cover and features: storage area with cupholders. Page
Floor Console Storage Storage 7. SD Card Reader 9. Latch Page Storage 2. Turn the tie-down
loop clockwise 5. Reinstall the tie-down loop Caution to tighten. The tie-down will be through
the backing plate into hard to turn until the toggle the toggle nut for reuse. The truck bed walls
will collapse if moves past the installation point the tie-downs are overloaded. Pull the lever 2
toward you to See OnStar Overview , Bluetooth move the steering wheel up or Infotainment
Controls - Base down, then release lever to lock Radio on page or Bluetooth the wheel in place.
If frozen to the windshield, carefully loosen or thaw them. Damaged wiper blades should be
replaced. See Wiper Blade Replacement on page Heavy snow or ice can overload the wiper
motor. The compass receives In freezing weather, do not use To set the time or date: its
heading and other information the washer until the windshield is from the Global Positioning
Page Power Outlets Instruments and Controls To set the clock display: If auto timing is set, the
time Power Outlets displayed on the clock may not 1. Page Instruments and Controls The power
outlets on the center Caution Caution stack and in front of the cupholders are powered at all
times. The power Leaving electrical equipment Hanging heavy equipment from outlets inside
the storage area and plugged in for an extended period the power outlet can cause on the rear

of the console are of time while the vehicle is off will Page Instruments and Controls Power
Outlet Volt An indicator light on the outlet turns The power outlet is not designed for on to show
it is in use. Often gauges and warning lights work together to indicate a Indicators problem with
the vehicle. Warning lights and gauges can When one of the warning lights signal that
something is wrong comes on and stays on while This is where the Cluster Menu Uplevel
Cluster calls, scroll through contacts, select selected Driver Information from the favorites, or
change the There is an interactive display area Center DIC displays can be phone source. If
there is an active in the center of the instrument viewed. Page Speedometer Instruments and
Controls Speedometer Trip Odometer Info Pages: Press while Info Pages is displayed to enter
the Info The speedometer shows the The trip odometer can show how far Pages menu and
select the items to vehicle's speed in either kilometers the vehicle has been driven since be
displayed in the Info app. Page Fuel Gauge Instruments and Controls Fuel Gauge When the
ignition is on, the fuel Here are four things that some gauge indicates about how much owners
ask about. None of these fuel is left in the tank. Caution Lack of proper engine oil maintenance
can damage the engine. Driving with the engine oil low can also damage the engine. While
driving under normal When the engine is running, this operating conditions, if the needle gauge
shows the condition of the moves into the red warning area, Page Safety Belt Reminders
Instruments and Controls voltmeter gauge may also read Readings outside the normal the
driver remains or becomes lower when in fuel economy mode. Page Airbag Readiness Light
Instruments and Controls cycle continues several times if the and diagnostic module. For more
Warning Continued passenger remains or becomes information on the airbag system,
unbuckled while the vehicle is see Airbag System on page To help avoid moving. Page
Instruments and Controls instrument panel endcap, the OFF Warning Continued indicator light
or the off symbol will come on and stay on as a reminder protection of an airbag. In a that the
airbag has been turned off. Page Passenger Airbag Status Instruments and Controls Passenger
Airbag Status Warning Continued Indicator passenger airbag could inflate If the vehicle has one
of the even though the airbag on-off following indicators, then the vehicle switch is turned off.
Warning lit on the passenger airbag status It should go out when the engine is indicator, it
means that the front started. Page Instruments and Controls are at acceptable levels, helping to
assists the service technician in Caution Continued maintain a clean environment. The correctly
diagnosing any malfunction indicator lamp comes malfunction. Page Instruments and Controls
Avoid hard accelerations. A loose or diagnostic tools to fix any missing fuel cap allows fuel to
mechanical or electrical problems Avoid steep uphill grades. If towing a trailer, reduce the A few
driving trips with the cap Emissions Inspection and amount of cargo being hauled as Page
Brake System Warning Instruments and Controls The vehicle may not pass If this has been
done and the inspection if: vehicle still does not pass the inspection for lack of OBD II The
malfunction indicator lamp is system readiness, your dealer on with the engine running, or if
can prepare the vehicle for the light does not come on when inspection. If it does not, starting
the engine. See Tire Messages on working. Page Instruments and Controls Hourmeter recent
driving history and the Remaining Oil Life amount of fuel remaining in the fuel Unit Turn the trip
odometer reset stem tank. Fuel range cannot be reset. An estimate of the oil's Average Fuel
Economy The speedometer shows how fast remaining useful life is shown. Page Dic Uplevel
Instruments and Controls the next oil change. Page Instruments and Controls calculated based
on the number of : Press to move between 6. Press to reset the page The oil should be shown in
amber. See Tire Pressure best average fuel economy. After changed as soon as possible. On
some vehicles, this message This message is displayed when the As soon as it is safe to do so,
displays if there is a problem with brake fluid level is low. See Engine should be taken to your
dealer for On some vehicles, this message Oil on page A few driving trips with Object Detection
System when it is temporarily unavailable. This message displays when there system. Page
Instruments and Controls Detailed information for each menu to unlock the system. Press the 3.
Press BACK on the faceplate follows. Back screen button to go back to or the screen button to
return the previous menu. Time and Date to the previous menu or exit. Page Instruments and
Controls Unlocked Door Anti-lockout Remote Lock, Unlock, Start Remote Door Unlock When
on, this feature will keep the Select and the following may This allows selection of which doors
driver door from locking when the display: will unlock when pressing on the door is open.
Select to pair a new device. See This feature displays the voice mail Pairing in Infotainment
Controls number for all connected phones. Passive Door Lock under Bluetooth Infotainment To
change the voice mail number, This feature can be turned on or off, Select and the following
may Select and the following may Clear All Private Data display: display: This allows selection
to clear all Theme Guidance Lines private information from the vehicle. Page Universal Remote
System Instruments and Controls Universal Remote Do not use the Universal Remote Make
sure the hand-held transmitter system with any garage door opener has a new battery for quick

and System that does not have the stop and accurate transmission of the reverse feature. Page
Instruments and Controls 2. At the same time, press and programming is complete. Page
Operation Instruments and Controls does not flash, press and hold enough for the Universal
Remote Universal Remote System the same button a second time system to pick up the signal
during Operation for two seconds, then release it. Again, if the door does not move Using the
Universal Remote If the programming did not work, or the garage door lamp does Press and
hold any one of the buttons. Do not release the button. The indicator light will begin to flash
after 20 seconds. Page Flash-To-Pass Lighting instrument cluster will come on. When it begins
to get dark, the Release the lever to return to automatic headlamp system normal operation.
When the exterior lamp control is set to AUTO and it is dark enough The automatic headlamp
system outside, the headlamps come on turns off when the exterior lamp The lever returns to its
starting position whenever it is released. If after signaling a turn or a lane change the arrows
flash rapidly or do not come on, a signal bulb could be burned out. Page Roof-Mounted Lamp
Lighting When the headlamps are changed When the wiring is connected to an Interior Lighting
to high beam, the fog lamps go off. ON: Turns all dome lamps on. Reading Lamps There are
reading lamps in the overhead console and the headliner, if equipped. Page Lighting Features
Lighting Lighting Features Exit Lighting The interior lamps, headlamps, Entry Lighting parking
lamps, back-up lamps, and license plate lamps come on when The vehicle has an illuminated
entry the key is removed from the ignition. The interior lamps turn off When a door is opened,
the dome automatically in 20 seconds. Page Battery Power Protection Lighting When the
battery's state of charge A high electrical load occurs when Normally, these actions occur in is
low, the voltage is raised slightly several of the following are on, such steps or levels, without
being to quickly bring the charge back up. Page Infotainment System Infotainment System
driving. Some functions may gray See Defensive Driving on page Accessory Power RAP. With
RAP, discourage theft of the vehicle's All functions are available when the the audio system can
be played radio by learning a portion of the Page Infotainment System Turn to increase or
decrease the volume. Page Software Updates Bluetooth information. The steering wheel
controls can In the U. The middle Station List: Select to display a list to change the active radio
source or position balances the sound of AM or FM stations. Press change to the radio from
another between the front and rear BACK to go to the source. Page Radio Reception
Infotainment System Loading XM: The audio system is Radio Reception things like storms and
power lines acquiring and processing audio and interfere with radio reception. When Frequency
interference and static text data. No action is needed. Plug the device into the USB bookmark
the artist or track. This port. The phone screen must be Pandora Menus sends the bookmark to
the Pandora unlocked. Wait about 30 seconds, and try whether the device displays in to connect
the device again. See the Connected phone sources Pandora limits the number of skips
Auxiliary Jack on page or list under the Phone icon from allowed on their service. No Stations
Available: No stations Audio Players are available on the Pandora server Application needs to
be through the connected device. CD Player Action Unavailable. Page Loading And Ejecting
Discs Infotainment System Press and hold to fast reverse There can be increased skipping,
damaged or improperly loaded, through a track. Page Infotainment System Tone Settings :
Select to adjust There may be problems with The iPod battery recharges Bass, Midrange,
Treble, Balance, operation and function in the automatically while the vehicle is on. Fade, and
EQ Equalizer. See following situations: When the vehicle is off while an Tone Settings under
Playing an iPod is connected using the iPod Turn the MENU knob to highlight on page When the
radio display the Bluetooth Audio menu. Page Infotainment System Select the NEXT screen
button No Active Route the home screen and to display the next maneuver applications tray, so
this view is information, including distance not accessible. Page Voice Recognition
Infotainment System Canceling a Turn-by-Turn Route Voice Recognition In general there are
flexible ways to speak commands for completing the If a route is in progress using If equipped,
voice recognition allows tasks. Most of them, except OnStar Turn-by-Turn navigation, for
hands-free operation within the destination entry and voice keypad, and a route is requested
using the Page Infotainment System 3. Wait until after the beep Prompts and Screen Displays 1.
Press on the steering wheel completes, then clearly speak control to activate voice While a
voice recognition session is one of the commands described active, there will be corresponding
recognition, or select the in this section. An terminate the voice recognition display for
commands. Page Infotainment System voice recognition screen functions Help Switch to AM :
Switch bands to the same as a list on other screens. Page Infotainment System Play Podcast :
Begin a dialog to Voice command option changes directly with one command like, enter a
specific name. The Instructions for using the cell phone international numbers. Page
Infotainment System duplicate or rarely used entries. Bluetooth Controls Warning Continued If
possible, program speed dial Use the buttons on the instrument or other shortcuts. See

Bluetooth Hands-Free Mode When using the Bluetooth system, Infotainment Controls - Base
sound comes through the vehicle's To switch between handset mode Radio on page or
Bluetooth front audio system speakers and and hands-free mode, use the Page Infotainment
System the cell phone changes or the 2. Turn the MENU knob and press 7. Repeat steps 1 6 to
pair cell phone is deleted from the to select Manage Phones. Page Infotainment System 5. Turn
the MENU knob to highlight 4. To accept a call, do one of the select. This is Press the button
just below the Using Voice Recognition used when calling a menu-driven Page Infotainment
System 4. Phones To connect to a different cell phone, For help with this process, see The
system can list all cell phones the Bluetooth system looks for the your cell phone
manufacturer's Say the entire phone number or Using the Delete Command a group of digits all
at once with Numbers 1. The system responds no pauses, then follow the The following
commands are used Ready, followed by a tone. Page Infotainment System 2. Say Directory. Say
the entire number without Using the Digit Dial Command pausing or say the name tag. Say
Hands-Free Calling. The digit dial command allows a Once connected, the person called phone
number to be dialed by 4. Use the Dial or Call command will be heard through the audio to dial
the number of the third Call waiting must be supported on speakers. Say Transfer Call. Say
Voice. Calling, if available. See OnStar information on this process. Overview on page Locate
Chevrolet MyLink on the display. Follow the instructions on the cell phone to Page 2. Turn the
MENU knob and press 3. If Chevrolet MyLink does not the phone to be connected. Turn the
MENU knob to highlight remove the phone battery and 4. To decline a call, do one of the To
decline a call waiting call, do one 3. Turn the MENU knob to highlight following: of the following:
the first digit and press to select. When a call is active, press the Making a Call 2. For example
Calls can be made using the screen button. Call John at Work. The system responds speakers.
Gracenote reserves the right to also apply to such content and such Gracenote reserves all
rights in delete data from the Gracenote content providers shall be entitled to Gracenote Data,
the Gracenote Heater Only Page Climate Controls Fan Control : Turn clockwise Defog : This
mode clears the or counterclockwise to increase or windows of fog or moisture. Air is decrease
the fan speed. Turn the directed to the windshield, floor knob all the way counterclockwise
outlets, and side window vents. An indicator light comes on in the selected mode button. Page
Climate Controls and the air conditioning compressor Rear Window Defogger Caution will run,
unless the outside Rear Window Defogger : temperature is close to freezing. Press to turn the
rear window Using a razor blade or sharp Do not drive the vehicle until all the defogger on or
off. Page Climate Controls The recirculation light will not come Driver and Passenger Changing
the mode cancels the on when automatically controlled. Temperature Control: The automatic
operation and the system temperature can be adjusted goes into manual mode. Press Press to
manually select separately for the driver and AUTO to return to automatic recirculation; Page
Climate Controls enter the vehicle. The air Defrost : Press to clear the Caution conditioning
compressor also comes windshield of fog or frost more on when this mode is activated. Air is
directed to the Using a razor blade or sharp windshield and the side window Rear Window
Defogger object to clear the inside rear Page Air Vents Climate Controls Sensors The climate
control system uses the Air Vents information from these sensors to Use the air vents in the
center and maintain comfort settings by on the side of the instrument panel adjusting the outlet
temperature, fan to direct airflow. Page Maintenance Climate Controls Keep the path under the
front Maintenance seats clear of objects to help circulate the air inside of the Passenger
Compartment vehicle more effectively. Air Filter Use of non-GM approved hood deflectors can
adversely affect The filter removes dust, pollen, and the performance of the system. Page
Climate Controls 3. Close the lower glove box door 4. Release the two tabs holding the and pull
from its frame to service door. Open the service remove the entire unit. Install the new air filter.
Page Defensive Driving Driving and Operating Allow enough following distance Control of a
Vehicle Warning between you and the driver in Braking, steering, and accelerating front of you.
Taking your eyes off the road too are important factors in helping to Focus on the task of
driving. Page Steering Driving and Operating If the engine ever stops while the If the steering
wheel is turned until it If power steering assist is lost vehicle is being driven, brake reaches the
end of its travel, and is because the engine stops or a normally but do not pump the held in that
position for an extended system malfunctions, the vehicle Turn the steering wheel to go speed
through the curve. Wait until the vehicle is out of Loss of Control the curve before accelerating
gently into the straightaway. Skidding Steering in Emergencies There are three types of skids
that Ease your foot off the lose control and crash. You and Off-Road Driving accelerator pedal
and steer the your passengers should always way you want the vehicle to go. Page Driving and
Operating Do not damage shrubs, flowers, To gain more ground clearance if Warning Continued
trees, or grasses or disturb needed, it may be necessary to wildlife. Do not park over things that
as far forward and as low as burn. Page Driving and Operating Never go downhill forward or

cannot be seen, get out of the brakes to slow the vehicle and backward with either the vehicle
and walk the hill before help keep the vehicle under transmission or transfer case in driving
further. Page Driving and Operating Hidden obstacles can make the 2. Shift into P Park and then
3. If the vehicle cannot be restarted steepness of the incline more restart the engine. If a rock is
driven across brake, shift into P Park , and If driving uphill when the with the uphill wheels, or if
the Page Driving and Operating Driving in Mud, Sand, Snow, Warning Continued Caution or Ice
Use a low gear when driving in vehicle could fall through the ice; Do not drive through standing
the deeper the mud, the you and your passengers could water if it is deep enough to cover
lower the gear. Page Driving On Wet Roads Driving and Operating suspension, wheels, tires,
and There is no hard and fast rule about Warning Continued exhaust system for damage and
hydroplaning. The best advice is to check the fuel lines and cooling slow down when the road is
wet. After driving through a large system for any leakage. Do not Other driving tips include:
Warning swing wide or cut across the Keep the vehicle well ventilated. Drive at Using the brakes
to slow the speeds that let you stay in your Keep the interior vehicle on a long downhill slope
own lane. Page Driving and Operating Drive with caution, whatever the clear. Avoid sudden
steering Warning Continued condition. Accelerate gently so maneuvers and braking while
traction is not lost. Accelerating too on ice. Engine exhaust contains quickly causes the wheels
to spin Turn off cruise control on slippery carbon monoxide CO which and makes the surface
under the This Warning Continued Warning Continued keeps the battery charged to restart the
vehicle and to signal for help Adjust the climate control engine compartment fire or other with
the headlamps. Do this as little system to a setting that damage. Page Vehicle Load Limits
Driving and Operating If that does not get the vehicle out Vehicle Load Limits after a few tries, it
might need to be It is very important to know how towed out. See Towing the Vehicle much
weight the vehicle can on page Page Driving and Operating open, you will find the label the
front and rear axles. The Tire and this section. This could Loading Information label shows
cause loss of control and a Steps for Determining Correct the number of occupant seating Page
Driving and Operating there will be five lb passengers in your vehicle, the amount of available
cargo and luggage load capacity is lbs. Determine the combined weight of luggage and cargo
being loaded on the vehicle. The GVWR cargo should never exceed the includes the weight of
the vehicle's capacity weight. Page Driving and Operating vehicle goes. If you have to stop
Warning Warning Continued or turn quickly, or if there is a crash, they will keep going. In the
case of a sudden stop cause loss of control and a or collision, things carried in crash. Page
Driving and Operating When using this upper load be necessary. Be sure to weigh Warning
Continued platform, be sure the load is the vehicle before buying and securely tied down to
prevent it installing the new equipment. When you carry something from shifting. GM Approved
Accessory load. Structural members 1 and 2 are Side Boxes kg per included in the pickup box
design. Your dealer can help make a and Cargo side lb Page Driving and Operating weight of
the people inside. But, is concentrated and, additional camper equipment not use about 68 kg lb
for if suspended at that point, would included in the manufacturer's each seat. When the page If
weight ratings are truck-camper is loaded, drive to exceeded, move or remove New Vehicle
Break-In a scale and weigh on the front Page Adjustable Throttle And Brake Driving and
Operating No adjustment to the pedals can be Before you start driving, fully press Caution
Continued made when the vehicle is in the brake pedal to confirm the R Reverse or while using
cruise adjustment is right for you. While broken in. The If the vehicle has a diesel engine,
transmission is also unlocked in this only with your hand. If the key see the Duramax diesel
position on automatic transmission cannot be turned by hand, see Page Driving and Operating
Automatic Transmission Starting Procedure damage, this system also prevents cranking if the
engine Move the shift lever to P Park or 1. With your foot off the accelerator is already running.
Engine N Neutral. The engine will not start pedal, turn the ignition key to cranking can be
stopped by in any other position. Engine oil warms up and lubricates all speed will be held at
moving parts. Hold the brake pedal down, then Warning set the parking brake. See Parking
Brake on Warning Plugging the cord into an page Page Shifting Out Of Park Driving and
Operating Leaving the Vehicle with the If you have to leave the vehicle with When you are ready
to drive, move the engine running, be sure the the shift lever out of P Park before Engine
Running vehicle is in P Park and the you release the parking brake. Page Transmission Driving
and Operating The shift lock release is always Parking Manual Parking over Things functional
except in the case of an Transmission That Burn uncharged or low voltage less than 9 volt
battery. If the vehicle has a manual Warning transmission, before you get out of If the vehicle
has an uncharged Page Engine Exhaust Driving and Operating When less power is required,
such Engine Exhaust Warning Continued as cruising at a constant vehicle speed, the system
will operate in There are holes or openings Warning the V4 mode, allowing the vehicle in the
vehicle body from to achieve better fuel economy. Page Automatic Transmission Driving and

Operating Running the Vehicle Automatic especially when the vehicle has a heavy load, you
might notice an While Parked Transmission increase in the effort to shift out of P Park. Page
Driving and Operating To rock the vehicle back and forth to Warning Caution get out of snow,
ice, or sand without damaging the transmission, see If If you have four-wheel drive, the Shifting
out of P Park or the Vehicle Is Stuck on page The first time number displays next to the M, the
system engages for each indicating the current transmission See Transmission Roads on page
Messages on page Page Shift Speeds Driving and Operating complete stop and it is hard to
shift R Reverse : To back up, press the Shift Speeds into 1 First , put the shift lever in clutch
pedal. After the vehicle stops, Neutral and let up on the clutch. If equipped, you can send the
Shifting into Four-Wheel Drive Low engine's driving power to all four will turn Traction Control
and wheels for extra traction. N Neutral can cause the vehicle It sends maximum power to all to
roll even if the transmission is four wheels. The N Neutral 2. If no lights display, Drive : This
setting is ideal for use take the vehicle to your dealer for when road surface traction service.
Page Driving and Operating axle to help drive the vehicle. This is Drive Low. The indicator light
will Warning Continued the best setting to use when flash while shifting. It will remain on
plowing snow. Page Driving and Operating If the knob is turned to the 5. Shift the transfer case
to Turn the transfer case dial Page Antilock Brake Driving and Operating Brakes If driving safely
on a wet road and it Caution becomes necessary to slam on the brakes and continue braking to
Antilock Brake Shifting the transmission into gear avoid a sudden obstacle, a before the
requested mode System ABS computer senses that the wheels indicator light has stopped Page
Parking Brake Driving and Operating suddenly slows or stops. Driving with the parking brake
on Using ABS can overheat the brake system and cause premature wear or Do not pump the
brakes. Then The Brake Assist feature is pull the bottom edge of the lever designed to assist the
driver in with the parking brake symbol, stopping or decreasing vehicle located to the right of
the steering speed in emergency driving Page Driving and Operating Turn on and stay on when
either vehicle wheel brakes to assist the See If the Vehicle Is Stuck on system is not working.
Traction control will instrument cluster will turn off. Warning set or maintained in this range.
Page Driving and Operating Resuming a Set Speed Reducing Speed While Using Using Cruise
Control on Hills Cruise Control If the cruise control is set at a How well the cruise control works
desired speed and then the brakes If the cruise control system is on hills depends on the
vehicle are applied, the cruise control is already activated If the tailgate is down, do alert the
driver of obstacles by not use these systems. Page Driving and Operating the front or rear, or
both sides of the assist button on the center stack will Safety Alert Seat will pulse five be
disabled. To turn the parking times. Beeps for Front Parking assist on again, select On in the
Assist are higher pitched than for vehicle personalization menu. Page Driving and Operating
visibility. FCA will not detect another Collision Alert Tailgating Alert vehicle ahead until it is
completely in the driving lane. Warning FCA does not provide a warning to help avoid a crash,
unless it The vehicle ahead indicator will detects a vehicle. Page Lane Departure Warning Ldw
Driving and Operating Selecting the Alert Timing Consider traffic and weather detected lane
marking without using conditions when selecting the alert a turn signal in the lane departure
timing. The range of selectable alert direction. LDW uses a camera timing may not be
appropriate for all sensor to detect the lane markings. Page Driving and Operating How the
System Works be sounded from the left or right Warning Continued side, or the Safety Alert
Seat will The LDW camera sensor is on the pulse three times on either the left windshield ahead
of the rearview Detect lane markings under or right side of the seat, depending mirror. Page
Fuel Driving and Operating If the LDW camera system does not Fuel Warning Continued seem
to operate properly, cleaning For diesel engine vehicles, see the outside of the windshield in
front Keep the windshield, headlamps, Fuel for Diesel Engines in the of the camera sensor may
correct Duramax diesel supplement. Page Driving and Operating If the vehicle has the 6. Page
Gasoline Specifications Driving and Operating Some gasolines that are not California Fuel Fuels
in Foreign reformulated for low emissions can Requirements Countries contain an
octane-enhancing additive called If the vehicle is certified to meet If planning to drive in
countries methylcyclopentadienyl manganese California Emissions Standards, it is outside the
U. CGSB 3. Do not use Some additives are not the fuel if the ethanol content is Do not use
additives with E85 or compatible with E85 or FlexFuel Page Filling The Tank Driving and
Operating Filling the Tank Warning Continued If the vehicle has a diesel engine, Keep children
away from the see the Duramax diesel supplement fuel pump and never let for more
information. Warning Fuel can spray out if the fuel cap is opened too quickly. Do not Filling a
Portable Fuel Warning top off or overfill the tank and wait a Container few seconds after you
have finished If a fire starts while you are pumping before removing the refueling, do not
remove the Warning Page Trailer Towing Driving and Operating Do not tow a trailer during the
Trailer Towing Warning Continued first km mi to prevent damage to the engine, axle, General

Towing or other parts. Place the nozzle inside the fill Information Then during the first km
opening of the container mi of trailer towing, do not before dispensing fuel, and Page Driving
and Operating Before starting, check all trailer hitch Backing Up Warning Continued parts and
attachments, safety Hold the bottom of the steering chains, electrical connectors, lamps, wheel
with one hand. To move the Do not drive with the liftgate, tires, and mirrors. Page Driving and
Operating If the trailer turn signal bulbs burn immediately after towing at high If parking the rig
on a hill: out, the arrows on the instrument altitude on steep uphill grades, the 1. Press the
brake pedal, but do cluster will still flash for turns. Page Trailer Towing Driving and Operating 6.
Drive slowly until the trailer is Trailer Towing Warning Continued clear of the chocks. If the
vehicle has a diesel engine, 7. Stop and have someone pick up see the Duramax diesel Pull a
trailer only if all the steps in and store the chocks. Page Driving and Operating Trailering is
different than just Weight of the Trailer For kingpin weight and trailer driving the vehicle by
itself. Trailering means changes in Weight of the Trailer Tongue later handling, acceleration,
braking, It depends on how the rig is used. Page Driving and Operating After loading the trailer,
weigh the Total Weight on the Vehicle's Weight of the Trailering trailer and then the tongue,
Tires Combination separately, to see if the weights are Be sure the vehicle's tires are It is
important that the combination proper. Make sure there A weight distributing hitch may be is
ample room when turning to avoid The correct hitch equipment helps useful with some trailers.
Page Driving and Operating forward that it will contact the back step bumper, safety chains may
be If equipped, this relay will be on the of the cab in sharp turns. This is attached to the
attaching points on driver side of the vehicle, next to the especially important for short box the
bumper; Page Driving and Operating Basic Trailer Wiring For vehicles equipped with headlamps
as a second way to heavy-duty trailering, the harness boost the vehicle system and All regular,
double cab, and crew connector is mounted in the bumper. Page Driving and Operating 3. This
message vehicle loading, trailer loading, message will display if: will also turn off if it is or road
surface conditions acknowledged. The ITBC system first change or if trailer wheel lock-up To
determine if the electrical fault is determines connection to a Have the vehicle Even if the
vehicle is equipped serviced. Page Driving and Operating The weight of items added to the
Follow the snow plow Front axle reserve capacity is the vehicle, like a tool box or
manufacturer's difference between the Gross Axle truck cap. Page Driving and Operating In
order to calculate the amount of For example, adding a kg weight any front accessory, such as
lb snow plow actually adds a snow plow, is adding to the front more than kg lb to the axle, use
the following formula: front axle. Page Driving and Operating See your dealer for additional
Warning Warning Continued advice and information about using a snow plow on the vehicle.
Also, On some vehicles that have Maintaining a proper front and see Vehicle Load Limits on
certain front mounted equipment, rear weight distribution ratio is page Page Pickup Conversion
To Driving and Operating Pickup Conversion to Chassis Cab We are aware that some vehicle
owners might consider having the pickup box removed and a commercial or recreational body
installed. Owners should be aware that, as manufactured, there are differences between a
chassis cab and a pickup with the box removed which could affect vehicle safety. Page Warning
Vehicle Care cause cancer and birth defects or handling, emissions systems, Vehicle Checks
other reproductive harm. Page Hood Vehicle Care This vehicle has an airbag system. Hood
Before attempting to do your own To open the hood: service work, see Servicing the
Airbag-Equipped Vehicle on page Keep a record with all parts receipts and list the mileage and
the date of any service work performed. Page Vehicle Care 1. See Jump 6. Remote Negative
Location. Windshield Washer Fluid Starting on page See Jump Starting on Reservoir. See
Adding Washer page Fluid under Washer Fluid on 2. Battery on page Page Vehicle Care 5.
Remote Negative Location Out of View. See Jump Starting Reservoir. See Adding Washer on
page Page Vehicle Care 6. Page Engine Oil Vehicle Care 1. See Jump 9. Engine Oil Starting on
page See Jump Starting on For diesel engine vehicles, see page Engine Oil in the Duramax
diesel For engine Warning oil crankcase capacity, see It is a good idea to check the engine
Capacities and Specifications on oil level at each fuel fill. In order to The engine oil dipstick
handle page Page Vehicle Care Add enough oil to put the level Cold Temperature Operation: In
an somewhere in the proper operating area of extreme cold, where the range. Page Vehicle Care
check fluid level when the 4. Check both sides of the dipstick 7. If the fluid level is in the
transmission temperature is and read the lower level. Page Manual Transmission Vehicle Care
Consistency of Readings Always check the fluid level at least twice using the procedure
described previously. Consistency repeatable readings is important to maintaining proper fluid
level. If readings are still 1. Locate the transmission dipstick inconsistent, contact the dealer.
When the engine air a leak. Have the shake it to release loose dust and see Pickup Models
under Engine system inspected and repaired. Page Cooling System Vehicle Care 1. See Engine
engine to maintain the correct Compartment Overview on working temperature. Operating the

engine with the air page To avoid injury, always hot. If using this mixture, Warning mixture can
freeze and crack nothing else needs to be added. The repairs This mixture: Adding only plain
water or some would not be covered by the Page Vehicle Care Checking Coolant Warning The
coolant surge tank is located in the engine compartment on the You can be burned if you spill
passenger side of the vehicle. See coolant on hot engine parts. Engine Compartment Overview
on Coolant contains ethylene glycol page Page Engine Overheating Vehicle Care 1. Remove the
coolant surge tank mixture to the coolant surge tank Warning Continued pressure cap when the
cooling until the level reaches the FULL system, including the coolant COLD mark. Page Vehicle
Care If the decision is made not to lift the Caution Warning Continued hood when this warning
appears, get service help right away. See Running the engine without from the engine if you see
or hear Roadside Assistance Program on coolant may cause damage or a steam coming from it.
Page Overheated Engine Vehicle Care If there is an engine overheat If the temperature overheat
gauge is If there is no sign of steam, idle the warning, but no steam is seen or no longer in the
overheat zone or an engine for five minutes while heard, the problem may not be too overheat
warning no longer parked. Page Engine Fan Vehicle Care increases as the clutch more fully fans
will change to low speed when Caution engages, so an increase in fan additional cooling is no
longer noise may be heard. This is normal required. After driving in the overheated and should
not be mistaken as the The electric engine cooling fans engine protection operating Remove the
cap again and look Washer Fluid at the fluid level on the dipstick. Page Brakes Vehicle Care
Caution Continued Warning When using concentrated The brake wear warning sound washer
fluid, follow the means that soon the brakes will manufacturer instructions for not work well.
That could lead to adding water. When the brake wear Open the cap with the washer warning
sound is heard, have the Fill the washer fluid tank only Page Brake Fluid Vehicle Care proper
sequence to torque new, approved replacement parts. There are only two reasons why the
specifications in Capacities and If this is not done, the brakes might brake fluid level in the
reservoir Specifications on page Page Vehicle Care Always clean the brake fluid Warning
reservoir cap and the area around the cap before removing it. This If too much brake fluid is
added, it helps keep dirt from entering the can spill on the engine and burn, reservoir. Page
Battery Vehicle Care Extended Storage: Remove the Caution Continued Warning black, negative
cable from the battery or use a battery trickle be replaced. Do not let Battery posts, terminals,
and charger. Fill Plug 1. Fill Plug 2. Drain Plug 2. Drain Plug To get an accurate reading, the
vehicle should be on a level surface. What to Use Refer to Recommended Fluids and Lubricants
on page to determine what kind of lubricant to use. Refer to Recommended Fluids and They are
not filled to reach a certain Lubricants on page to level. When checking the fluid level determine
what kind of lubricant on any axle, variations in the to use. Page Noise Control System Vehicle
Care To get an accurate reading, the proper level is from 17 mm to Federal law prohibits the
following vehicle should be on a level 21 mm 0. For automatic transmission vehicles, try to start
the engine Removal or rendering engine speed in each gear. The vehicle should governor, if the
vehicle has one, Warning start only in P Park or inoperative so as to allow engine N Neutral.
Then release the the windshield when no wiper parking brake followed by the blade is installed
could damage regular brake. If the vehicle is damaged in a crash, the headlamp aim may be
affected. Open the hood. To replace the front fog lamp bulb: 2. Remove the headlamp bulb 1.
Locate the fog lamp under the assembly cover by turning it front bumper. Remove the two rear
lamp assembly screws and pull rearward until disengaging the two outer pins on the taillamp
assembly from the vehicle. Turn the bulb socket Exterior Lamp Bulb counterclockwise and pull
it Number straight out. Low-Beam H11 LL 3. Pull the bulb straight out of the Headlamp socket.
Page Electrical System Vehicle Care Electrical System headlamp wiring checked right away
Look at the silver-colored band if the lamps go on and off or inside the fuse. If the band is
broken remain off. Be sure Electrical System you replace a bad fuse with a new Windshield
Wipers Page Block Vehicle Care Lift the cover to access the fuse block. Caution Spilling liquid
on any electrical component on the vehicle may damage it. Always keep the covers on any
electrical component. A fuse puller is available in the left instrument panel fuse block. Pull off
the cover to access the fuse block. Page Vehicle Care Instrument Panel Fuse Block Right The
right instrument panel fuse block access door is on the passenger side edge of the instrument
panel. The vehicle may not be equipped with all of the fuses, relays, and features shown. See
Worn or old tires can Vehicle Load Limits on cause a crash. If the tread Every new GM vehicle
has page Page All-Season Tires Vehicle Care Use only radial ply tires of the All-Season Tires
Winter Tires same size, load range, and This vehicle may come with This vehicle was not
originally speed rating as the original all-season tires. These tires are equipped with winter tires.
Winter equipment tires. Page All-Terrain Tires Vehicle Care is noted when the tires are particular
tire's width, height, Caution Continued inspected. See Tire Inspection on aspect ratio,
construction type, page See the occur when coming into contact Tire Size illustration later in

this with road hazards like potholes, Tire Sidewall Labeling section for more detail. The first two
grade tires based on three digits represent the week performance factors: treadwear, Page
Vehicle Care would mean that the tire's sidewall is 75 percent as high as it is wide. The speed
rating is Belt A rubber coated layer of would mean that the tire's the maximum speed a tire is
cords between the plies and the sidewall is 75 percent as high as certified to carry a load. See
load rating for a tire at the passengers and cargo. Vehicle Load Limits on maximum permissible
inflation page Page Vehicle Care model name molding that is Sidewall The portion of a tire tire's
traction, temperature, and higher or deeper than the same between the tread and the bead.
Ratings are moldings on the other sidewall determined by tire Speed Rating of the tire. Page
Tire Pressure Vehicle Care recommended inflation pressure. For additional information Caution
Continued See Tire and Loading regarding how much weight the Information Label under
Vehicle vehicle can carry, and an Reduced fuel economy. Load Limits on page Page Tire
Pressure Monitor Vehicle Care Check the tire inflation pressure Tire Pressure Monitor pressure
telltale when one or more of your tires is significantly when the tires are cold, meaning System
under-inflated. If the warning light comes on, stop telltale. When the system detects a as soon
as possible and inflate the Tire Pressure Monitor malfunction, the telltale will flash for tires to
the recommended pressure Page Vehicle Care The TPMS sensor matching Operating electronic
devices or using a TPMS relearn tool, in the process was not done or not being near facilities
using radio following order: driver side front tire, completed successfully after wave
frequencies similar to the passenger side front tire, passenger rotating the tires. Page Tire
Inspection Vehicle Care 4. If the vehicle has an uplevel 6. Start with the driver side Place the
relearn tool against See When It Is Time or split. Page Vehicle Care Loading Information label
after Lightly coat the center of the the tires have been rotated. See wheel hub with wheel
bearing Tire Pressure on page grease after a wheel change or and Vehicle Load Limits on tire
rotation to prevent corrosion page Page Dual Tire Rotation Vehicle Care Dual Tire Rotation
Warning When the vehicle is new, If the vehicle is operated with a or whenever a wheel, wheel
bolt, tire that is underinflated, the tire or wheel nut is replaced, check the wheel nut torque after
can overheat. Page Buying New Tires Vehicle Care maintenance affect how fast aging Parking
for an extended period can traction control, and tire takes place. GM recommends that cause
flat spots on the tires that pressure monitoring tires, including the spare if may result in
vibrations while performance. However, if it is necessary to replace only one resulting in a crash
or other Using bias-ply tires on the axle set of worn tires, place the vehicle damage. Use the
vehicle may cause the wheel new tires on the rear axle two correct size, brand, and type See
Vehicle Load Limits there may not be an acceptable where applicable on the tire on page for the
label level of performance and safety if Page Wheel Alignment And Tire Vehicle Care
performance on the laboratory surface variations such as troughs Replace wheels, wheel bolts,
wheel or ruts, is normal. If the vehicle is nuts, or Tire Pressure Monitor test wheel than the
minimum vibrating when driving on a smooth System TPMS sensors with new required by law.
It could by the tire chains could cause you chain clearance to the body and fail suddenly and
cause a crash. Page If A Tire Goes Flat Vehicle Care If a Tire Goes Flat Caution Warning It is
unusual for a tire to blowout If the vehicle does not have dual Driving on a flat tire will cause
while driving, especially if the tires wheels and has a tire size other permanent damage to the
tire. Set the parking brake firmly. If it is used for anything else, you or others could 2. Put an
automatic be badly injured or killed if the transmission in P Park or a vehicle slips off the jack.
Wing Nut Retaining Wheel 1. Wheel Blocks Blocks 2. Wing Nut Retaining Tool Kit 2. Wheel
Blocks 3. Tool Kit Crew Cab 3. Wing Nut Retaining Tool Kit 4. Turn the knob on the jack 1. Open
the spare tire lock cover counterclockwise to lower the on the bumper and use the jack head to
release the jack ignition key to remove the spare from its holder. Pull the spare tire out from
under the vehicle. Insert the hoist end open end 10 of the extension through the hole 9 in the
rear bumper. Tilt the tire toward the vehicle 1. Jack with some slack in the cable to Do not use
the chiseled end of 2. Do a safety check before If the vehicle has a center cap If the wheel has a
smooth center proceeding. See If a Tire Goes with wheel nut caps, the wheel cap, place the
chisel end of the Flat on page for more nut caps are designed to stay wheel wrench in the slot
on the Position the jack under the Position the jack under the vehicle, as shown. If the flat tire
vehicle, as shown. If the flat tire is on the front of the vehicle is on the front of the vehicle all
models , position the jack If the flat tire is on the rear, for If a snow plow has been added
Warning models position the jack to the front of the vehicle, lower under the rear axle about 5
cm the snow plow fully before Raising the vehicle with the jack 2 in inboard of the shock Page
Vehicle Care Warning Continued Warning towel can be used; however, use Never use oil or
grease on bolts a scraper or wire brush later to or nuts because the nuts might remove all rust
or dirt. The vehicle's wheel could fall off, causing a crash. Wheel nuts that are improperly or
sequence and to the proper If any stud is damaged because incorrectly tightened can cause

torque specification. See of a loose-running wheel, it could the wheels to become loose or
Capacities and Specifications for be that all of the studs are Page Vehicle Care have a tire
removed or serviced. Warning When reinstalling the regular wheel and tire, also reinstall either
the Storing a jack, a tire, or other center cap, or bolt-on hub cap, Page Vehicle Care Hoist End of
Extension Tool 1. Put the tire on the ground at the rear of the vehicle with the valve stem
pointed down, and to the rear. Pull the cable and spring through the center of the wheel. Tilt the
wheel retainer plate down and through the center 4. Put the tools 4 in the tool how to remove,
install, or store a bag 5 and place them in the spare tire, see Tire Changing on retaining bracket
3. Page Jump Starting Vehicle Care Have the damaged or flat road tire Jump Starting Caution
Continued repaired or replaced and installed For more information about the back onto the
vehicle as soon as four-wheel drive when a different vehicle battery, see Battery on possible so
the spare tire will be size spare tire is installed on the page Page Vehicle Care begin that,
especially in cold before setting the parking brake. Caution weather, you may not be able to If
you have a four-wheel-drive get enough power from a single vehicle, be sure the transfer
Ignoring these steps could result battery in another vehicle to start case is in a drive gear, not in
in costly damage to the vehicle Page Vehicle Care too. And do not connect the 8. Do not let the
other end touch negative cable to the metal. Page Vehicle Care Caution If the jumper cables are
connected or removed in the wrong order, electrical shorting may occur and damage the
vehicle. The repairs would not be covered by the vehicle warranty. Always connect and remove
the jumper cables in the correct order, making sure that the cables do not touch each other or
other 6. Page Towing The Vehicle Vehicle Care Towing the Vehicle Consult your dealer or a Here
are some important things to professional towing service if the consider before recreational
vehicle disabled vehicle must be towed. Be sure to Incorrectly towing a disabled
Two-wheel-drive the Ground Two-Wheel-Drive transmissions have no provisions Vehicles for
internal lubrication while being towed. Firmly set the parking brake. Never tow the vehicle
Two-Wheel-Drive Vehicles 4. Put the transmission in P Park. This could cause damage Caution
Continued that would not be covered by the vehicle warranty. Exterior Care products can be
obtained from If using an automatic car wash, your dealer. Follow all Locks follow with the car
wash manufacturer directions regarding instructions. Page Vehicle Care repaired. Foreign
materials such as The bright metal moldings on the Caution calcium chloride and other salts,
ice vehicle are aluminum. To prevent melting agents, road oil and tar, tree damage always follow
these Machine compounding or sap, bird droppings, chemicals from cleaning instructions:
aggressive polishing on a Page Vehicle Care rinse the bedliner surface following emblems,
decals and stripes. Follow Caution a chemical spill to avoid permanent instructions under
"Washing the damage. Vehicle" previously in this section. Failure to clean lamps properly
Spray-in bedliners can fade from Lamp covers are made of plastic, can cause damage to the
lamp oxidation, road dirt, heavy-duty Page Vehicle Care Clean rubber blades using a lint-free
Tires Caution cloth or paper towel soaked with Use a stiff brush with tire cleaner to windshield
washer fluid or a mild clean the tires. Chrome wheels and other chrome detergent. Wash the
windshield trim may be damaged if the thoroughly when cleaning the Caution Page Vehicle Care
Control arm ball joints on washing system can do this. If not Caution Continued series vehicles
are removed, rust and corrosion can maintenance-free. Use cleaners Airborne pollutants can
fall upon specifically designed for the Never rub any surface and attack painted vehicle surfaces
surfaces being cleaned to prevent aggressively or with excessive causing blotchy, ring-shaped
Start on the outside edge of the Caution soil and gently rub toward the Start by vacuuming the
surface center. Rotate the cleaning cloth using a soft brush attachment. If a To prevent
scratching, never use to a clean area frequently to rotating brush attachment is being abrasive
cleaners on automotive The original equipment floor Pull up on the rear of the driver side mats
were designed for your floor mat to unlock each retainer Warning Page Service And
Maintenance Service and Maintenance Service and General Information transportation, and
online scheduling to assist with service Maintenance This maintenance section applies to
needs. For Your dealer recognizes the diesel engine vehicles, see the importance of providing
maintenance schedule section in General Information competitively priced maintenance Page
Service and Maintenance Are driven on reasonable road The Tire Rotation and Required
Warning surfaces within legal driving Services are the responsibility of the limits. It is
recommended to Performing maintenance work can have your dealer perform these Use the
recommended fuel. The engine oil traffic, areas with poor air quality, and filter must be changed
at least or areas with high dust levels. Schedule once a year and the oil life system Replacement
may also be needed if must be reset. Page Service and Maintenance Visually inspect windshield
wiper Check parking brake and every other oil blades for wear, cracking, automatic
transmission park change. If equipped with grease or contamination. See Exterior mechanism.
See Park Brake and fittings Care on page Check engine oil level and oil life percentage. Change

engine oil and filter, if needed. Replace passenger compartment air filter. High Services Normal pressure water can overcome the seals and contaminate the transfer 1 Or every two
years, whichever case fluid. Page And Care Service and Maintenance To avoid break-down or
failure to Trained dealer technicians have Additional start the vehicle, maintain a access to tools
and equipment Maintenance and Care battery with full cranking power. Page Service and
Maintenance Lamps the shocks and struts for signs Vehicle Care of leaking, blown seals,
Properly working headlamps, To help keep the vehicle looking like or damage, and can advise
taillamps, and brake lamps are new, vehicle care products are when service is needed. Page
Service and Maintenance Signs of damage include scratches, cracks, and chips. Trained dealer
technicians can inspect the windshield and recommend proper replacement if needed. Wiper
Blades Wiper blades need to be cleaned and kept in good condition to provide a clear view.
Signs of wear include streaking, skipping across the windshield, and worn or split rubber.
Fluids and lubricants identified below by name, part number, or specification can be obtained
from your dealer. Page Maintenance Replacement Parts Service and Maintenance Maintenance
Replacement Parts Replacement parts identified below by name, part number, or specification
can be obtained from your dealer. If your vehicle has a diesel engine, see the Duramax diesel
supplement for more information. Page Maintenance Records Service and Maintenance
Maintenance Records After the scheduled services are performed, record the date, odometer
reading, who performed the service, and the type of services performed in the boxes provided.
Retain all maintenance receipts. See Recommended Fluids and Lubricants on page If the
vehicle has a diesel engine, see the Duramax diesel supplement. Capacities Application Metric
English Normally, any concerns General Motors If you do not agree with the member of
dealership management, remember that your concern will decision given in your case, you it
appears your concern cannot be Visit TTY users call Centre: Chat live with online help Roadside
Assistance representatives. Page Scheduling Service Customer Information restricted. Propane
and other to Roadside Assistance. If your dealer requests you to bring fuels are not provided
through Mechanical failures may be the vehicle for service, you are this service. Page Customer
Information furnished with each new vehicle Public Transportation or Fuel Rental
reimbursement will be limited provides detailed warranty coverage Reimbursement and must be
supported by original information. This requires that you sign If the vehicle requires overnight
and complete a rental agreement warranty repairs, and public Transportation Options Page
Collision Damage Repair Customer Information General Motors reserves the right to ensure that
the vehicle's designed corrosion problems, and may not unilaterally modify, change,
appearance, durability, and safety perform properly in subsequent or discontinue Courtesy are
preserved. The use of Genuine collisions. Do not damage repairs through the use of number.
Box The vehicle has a number of Page Event Data Recorders Customer Information Event Data
Recorders These data can help provide a if the vehicle is leased, with the better understanding
of the consent of the lessee; in response This vehicle is equipped with an circumstances in
which crashes and to an official request by police or event data recorder EDR. RFID technology
is used in some This vehicle has systems that Infotainment System vehicles for functions such
as tire operate on a radio frequency that pressure monitoring and ignition comply with Part 15
of the Federal Page Emergency OnStar Get help for an emergency. Emergency Directions and
Connections Get assistance in severe service plan. With Automatic Crash Response, weather or
other crisis and the built-in system can automatically Press to receive directions or Say Repeat.
System responds After the call ends, press the Go with the last direction given, then button on
the navigation screen to During a Planned Route responds with OnStar ready, begin driving
directions. Cancel Route then a tone. Diagnostics, Remote Door Unlock, Press to request
account transfer Page OnStar to function properly. These systems vehicle, damage to the
vehicle in a system can provide in-vehicle may not operate if the battery is crash, or wireless
phone network access to all of the OnStar services, discharged or disconnected. Page OnStar
change the OnStar PIN, call OnStar
cadillac 2003 escalade
2008 dodge avenger fuel pump relay location
picture of nissan versa
Roadside Assistance and a route or may ask for a call back and provide the Advisor with the
locksmith to help gain access to the after the vehicle is driven into an current number. Page
OnStar Except as contained in this notice, For the purposes of this copyright This software is
provided as is, the name of a copyright holder shall and license, Info-ZIP is defined as without
warranty of any kind, not be used in advertising or the following set of individuals: express or
implied. Page OnStar 2. Redistributions in binary form 3. Altered versions including, but MacZip
without the explicit compiled executables must not limited to, ports to new permission of

Info-ZIP. Such reproduce the above copyright operating systems, existing ports altered
versions are further notice, definition, disclaimer, and with new graphical interfaces, prohibited
from Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

